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Abstract
We introduce a robust tracking procedure for a regular pattern marked on a flexible moving surface such
as cloth. A video of an actor performing a range
of motions is processed with our algorithm to yield
a dynamic geometric representation suitable for accurate stereo reconstruction of a changing 3D shape.
The system is capable of maintaining the tracked grid
structure for long periods of time without quality deterioration, and requires minimal user interaction. It
has been tested on videos of an actor dressed in a specially marked T-shirt and behaves favorably with the
presence of self-occlusions, self-shadowing and folding
of the cloth. The focus of this paper is on single camera video sequence processing, even though 3D shape
reconstruction with multiple cameras is the motivating goal.
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computer vision work [14]. As the result we are
able to deduct the structure of the grid marked
on the surface and successfully track it through
long periods of time, as well as fully recover the
correct deformation of that structure even after
self-occlusions occur. The initial user interaction
needed to setup the tracking system is minimal.
Many current shape acquisition techniques produce several registered point-clouds as their initial result. Such a representation cannot be
directly used with animation applications and
is therefore transformed into an irregular mesh
which is often simplified or further transformed
into a parametric surface description through fitting or re-meshing. Such processing can become
only more complicated for acquired dynamic geometry. We therefore see an opportunity in
the direct acquisition of structured parameterized
surface representations.

Introduction

Authoring complex secondary motion for animated characters is an important task facing 3d
content creators. While physically based simulations are often used to produce such motion
[8][17][1][12], they are computationally intensive,
and the use of acquired data to speed up, replace,
or validate such computations is a viable option.
A number of methods are available for accurate
scanning of static geometry and for motion capture of the character’s skeleton structure, while
the robust and accurate acquisition of dynamic
geometric data for self-occluding flexible moving
surfaces remains an interesting open problem.
Our goal is to develop an accurate acquisition
system that produces dynamic geometric data
suitable for dressing and skinning virtual actors.
In this paper our focus is on the processing of a
video sequence acquired with a single camera. We
use simple computer vision techniques to track a
large number of points on a flexible moving surface such as cloth with the assumption that the
tracked points form a surface grid whose structure is known and indicated as a painted pattern
(see Figure 1). Thus we have much more information about the structure of the object being
tracked than is assumed in most of the recent

Figure 1: A frame from the tracking sequence.
Tracked grid of squares is overlayed over the image from the video.
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Related work

Motion capture data is widely used in computer
graphics for animating articulated figures [15].
Motion capture techniques have also been extended to drive facial animation by many computer graphics practitioners in the past ten years.
The setups used vary from video tracking useful
for the casual user to special marker-based facial
motion capture products directed towards professional usage. The latter techniques require an
actor to put special markers on her/his face, and
track their positions with great precision, producing data suitable for direct integration into facial animation [18][7][9]. The former approaches
belong to the class of passive user tracking algorithms employing computer vision techniques

such as deformable models [5], feature tracking
[4], and 3D models [11][13]. A good review of
computer vision techniques for capturing human
motion is presented in [14]; many of these approaches have a different objectives using passively acquired video streams for surveillance and
analysis. Being less invasive these techniques do
not usually provide the degree of precision needed
for production of high quality facial and cloth animation. The capture of quality data for a wide
range of flexible motions requires to reliable handling of the effects of folding, self-occlusion and
self-shadowing. We therefore choose to follow in
the steps of [7] and introduce specially marked
pattern on the tracked surface.
We pursue the goal of modeling and synthesizing dressed humans which is similar to the motivation behind the work of Jojic et al. [10]. They
present an integrated system for reconstructing
body geometry as well as parameters for clothing; the system extensively uses physical modeling of cloth. In our work we have not yet used
such models (with exception of some simple spatial and temporal heuristics applicable to many
types of non-rigid motion). In fact, we believe in
postponing such simulation-based efforts to later
stages in the processing pipeline, and treat our
system as a data acquisition unit whose purpose
is to measure motion as precisely as possible for
as wide range of materials as possible.
Our shape acquisition is based on tracking a
pattern in a video sequence. In the current implementation we track area primitives[2] rather
than curve features [3], because area-primitive
template-match computations usually give more
consistent and predictable results than the corresponding operations for curve primitives. Such
consistency is very important when maintaining
the correct grid structure during self-shadowing
and self-occlusion of the cloth. The area primitives have the ability to appear and disappear
during tracking due to occlusion – such functionality was inspired by the work of Tao et al. [16].
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Tracking grid pattern

In this section we describe our approach to tracking a grid pattern on a flexible moving surface
from a video sequence.

3.1

Overview

Our tracking system is designed to acquire the
motion of points on a flexible moving surface such
as cloth. The result of such acquisition is a polygonal mesh representing the moving surface. It is
beneficial to mark this polygonal mesh structure
directly on the tracked surface as a pattern. Such

a correspondence between the real world and the
acquired model helps resolve uncertainties during
tracking. In this paper we have chosen a checkerboard pattern to indicate the connectivity of the
surface mesh, so the black squares can be matched
against a template and thus establish the adjacency relations among the mesh vertices.
While the ultimate goal of the tracking system
is a consistent surface representation, we do not
track the entire mesh as a whole. Rather the set
of polygonal faces (quads) of black color is considered to be a loose collection of individual objects that are tracked individually while trying to
enforce overall spatial consistency. Such an approach has several advantages: first of all, individual quads can become active or inactive independent of each other (each quad carries its own
confidence value and becomes inactive when this
value drops below a certain level). Such flexibility
is very important while tracking cloth dynamics
where self-occlusions are very common. Secondly,
such individual quad treatment simplifies the process of template matching – the number of parameters during any local matching optimization
remains six (corresponding to affine transformations of the planar square), rather than grow with
the mesh size. Finally, the output of our tracking algorithm is a time-dependent set of active
quads with their position and confidence information. Such information can be easily combined
with other similar sets of data coming from other
cameras, possibly using a physical model of cloth
or other underlying material.

3.2

Notation

In this paper we restrict ourselves to working in
image coordinates, thus all the positions are represented as pairs of real numbers. The current
image in a frame will be denoted as I(x, y), or
I(p) where p = (x, y) is the position in the image
plane. We also indicate the time dependence of
data variables with the integer parameter t (index
of the frame).
We assume that our squares are small and will
not account for perspective distortion or non-rigid
flexing of the cloth. Thus a distorted square
will be represented by an affine transformation
of a planar unit square that is a parallelogram
ω = (p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 ), with corners pk ∈ R2 and
a constraint: p0 + p2 = p1 + p3 . We will use a
term quad instead of lengthy parallelogram to describe an affinely distorted square. The system
will track a structured grid of quads, however
some quads may become inactive (not tracked)
for periods of time due to occlusion. We call
the quads that are being currently tracked active
quads.

3.3

Overall structure

The following pseudo-code represents the overall
structure of the tracking algorithm:
user inputs some active quads
attempt to extend active region
for every frame {
for each active quad w {
predict w’s corners in time
improve w’s match with local search
}
check grid’s spatial consistency
attempt to extend active region
}

3.4

Corner/saddle detector

The corners of the tracked
squares are saddle points of image intensity. This can be used
in a pointwise corner detector
that computes the determinant
of the Hessian at every pixel of
Gaussian filtered image to determine hyperbolic
points. [6] The criteria for a saddle point is:
2
Det(I?Gσ ) < −, where Det(F ) := Fxx Fyy −Fxy
.
All the pixels detected as saddle points (shown
is red in the image on the left) are used as candidates for placing corners of tracked quads. Therefore, it is important to have a few good candidates for every tracked corner (at the same time
at least one saddle point should be detected at
each corner so that the adjacent quads can be
reconstructed).

3.5

Black quad detector

We use template matching to obtain the measure
of how well a quad approximates a distorted black
square surrounded by white lapels.
The distorted black
p2
quad detector is a function that for a given
p1
quad ω calculates its
p
3
confidence
level
c(ω).
We
extend
a
given
p0
quad
into
a
crosslike figure as follows:
κ(ω) := ∪3k=0 Ek (ω) ∪ ω, where Ek (ω) is a
parallelogram defined by the corner points
pk , pk+1 , (1 + α)pk+1 − αpk+2 , (1 + α)pk − αpk−1
with width parameter α. We use α = 0.25.
The template function µ : κ(ω) → {−1, 1} is
defined as

−1, if p ∈ ω
µω (p) :=
1, otherwise.
Finally, we define the confidence level as an L0
norm correlation between the template function

and the difference between the image and average
image intensity within the template region:
X
1
c(ω) :=
sign(I(p) − I¯ω )µω (p).
|κ(ω)|
p∈κ(ω)

Here |κ(ω)| is the number of pixels within the
template region and
X
1
I(p)
I¯ω :=
|κ(ω)|
p∈κ(ω)

is the average image intensity within the template region. The defined confidence measure will
increase when the relative distribution of image
pixel values within the cross region κ(ω) is close
to the template - most image pixels within the
quad ω fall below the average intensity and the
pixels in the “lapels” are above the average intensity.
Note that the confidence level c(ω) is guaranteed to be between -1 and 1 and that the values
close to 1 indicate a good match. We have experimented with other correlation functions and
found that the L0 correlation defined above gives
the most consistent results.

3.6

Temporal prediction

The active quad point positions in the current
frame are predicted from the previous two frames
using central difference pk (t+1) = 2pk (t)−pk (t−
1), k = 0, . . . , 3 if it was active during both frames
t − 1 and t, otherwise the previous frame quad
positions are copied pk (t + 1) = pk (t).

3.7

Optimizing local match via local
search.

The optimization takes a given quad
and improves its match with the
template by searching for better positions for three of its corners among
close pixels identified as candidate
saddle points. The fourth corner is
then determined by forming a parallelogram. For
each of three corners the candidate saddle-point
pixels are enumerated in the order of increasing
distance from the initial position, and then the
triples of possible corner positions are considered
in the order determined by the sum of their indices from the previous stage. The search stops
either after a given threshold value chigh for the
match measure c(ω) is achieved or after a given
maximum number of variants is considered. If
after the search the best match is below a preset threshold value clow the parallelogram is dismissed as not matched and becomes inactive.
In our experiments, we used the values clow =
0.62 and chigh = 0.75.

Nc
0
1
2
3
4

Nimax (Nc )
0
1
1
2
2

Table 1: Spatial grid consistency threshold.

3.8

Checking spatial grid consistency

The grid consistency check is needed to ensure
that the tracked configuration corresponds to a
valid grid structure. Every active quad is checked
against its active neighbors whose current confidence level is above chigh : denote the number of
such confident quad-neighbors as Nc . A neighboring quad is consistent with the given quad if
their common vertex position lies within a preset threshold. We are using a distance threshold
equal to 40% of the maximal quad size in the current implementation. We then count the number
Ni of inconsistent pairs for a given quad: note
that Ni is always less or equal than Nc . If Ni
is greater or equal than a preset value Nimax (Nc )
that is given in Table 1 then the current quad is
deactivated.

3.9

Extending active region via spatial
prediction

Figure 2: Extending the active region during initialization. Left: original quad. Center: after one
extension step. Right: one optimization step for
all the active quads was followed by another extension step. The colors of active quads indicate
their confidence levels with yellow corresponding
to high confidence close to 1 and purple corresponding to low confidence close to clow .
The currently inactive parallelogram’s vertex
positions are predicted by linearly extrapolating
the vertex positions of a neighboring active parallelogram whose confidence level is above cpred .
After initial extension, the parallelogram parameters are optimized for better matching. If the
match or spatial consistency criteria are not satisfied the parallelogram is not activated. We set
cpred between the values chigh of high and clow
of low confidence. In our experiments, we use
cpred = 0.7.

3.10

Activating
quads

and

deactivating

To summarize the previous discussion in 3.8 and
3.9 there are two places during a tracking cycle
where a quad can become inactive: first, if after a temporal prediction the local search fails to
improve the confidence level above clow then the
quad becomes inactive; another routine that deactivates quads is the spatial consistency check.
The spatial prediction, is on the other hand, the
only procedure that can activate quads. In order
to assure that the active region does not grow too
quickly we damp the confidence level of quads just
introduced by spatial extension by a factor of 0.9.
Since only the quads with sufficiently high confidence can predict their neighbors that restricts
the growth of active region only to places were
the match confidence is high.
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Results

We have tested our algorithm on two video sequences acquired with B/W CCD camera at 30
frames/sec. The image resolution was 376 by 240
and the length of both video sequences was 20 seconds. An 8 x 8 checkerboard grid pattern with 32
black squares was painted with black markers on
a white t-shirt. A person wearing the marked tshirt performed various motions before the camera. The acquired video was then processed by
our tracking system.
User interaction consisted of roughly delineating one square in the middle of the pattern (four
mouse clicks). After this initialization, the grid
structure was automatically extended to the entire connected visible region of the pattern (this
can be done either before starting the tracking
procedure in the first frame, or this extension
happens automatically over the first few frames
during tracking). Consequently the grid pattern structure was tracked through the video.
The tracker has successfully restored the grid
structure after self-occlusions occurred. Figure 3
shows several tracked frames from the video sequence around occlusion time. There was no deterioration of the tracking quality through time.
The current procedure takes about five seconds
per frame for simple frames with no occlusions,
and about ten seconds for complicated frames
with significant occlusions and self-shadowing due
to increased amount of active region maintenance
operations. The system was tested on a PC workstation with 1.7GHz Xeon processor.

Figure 3: Nine frames from the tracking sequence together with extracted grid of quads. Note that there
are only nine quads properly tracked in second frame of the second row. The structure of the grid is being
correctly recovered in the following frames. See note on colors in the caption to Figure 2
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Conclusions

We have introduced the concept of direct tracking of marked grid patterns on flexible moving
surfaces, and shown that we can track such grids
reliably using simple vision techniques. More future work is required with multiple cameras and
full 3D surface descriptions.
So far we have used a B/W camera and a simple checkerboard pattern. Further investigation
is required to determine the class of patterns easiest to track reliably and advantages one can get
from using color cameras.
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